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Origami-inspired manufacturing can produce complex structures and machines by folding two-dimensional composites into
three-dimensional structures. This fabrication technique is potentially less expensive, faster, and easier to transport than more
traditional machining methods, including 3-D printing. Self-folding enhances this method by minimizing the manual labor
involved in folding, allowing for complex geometries and enabling remote or automated assembly. This paper demonstrates a
novel method of self-folding hinges using shape memory polymers (SMPs), paper, and resistive circuits to achieve localized and
individually addressable folding at low cost. A model for the torque exerted by these composites was developed and validated
against experimental data, in order to determine design rules for selecting materials and designing hinges. Torque was shown to
increase with SMP thickness, resistive circuit width, and supplied electrical current. This technique was shown to be capable of
complex geometries, as well as locking assemblies with sequential folds. Its functionality and low cost make it an ideal basis for
a new type of printable manufacturing based on two-dimensional fabrication techniques.

1 Introduction

There is a growing interest in developing manufacturing meth-
ods that are inexpensive, modular, and require minimal capital
investment or engineering expertise. We refer to this class of
techniques as printable manufacturing because of the ability
to quickly turn digital plans into physical objects. We believe
this synthesis will revolutionize manufacturing by encourag-
ing open-source hardware, end-user fabrication, and rapid pro-
totyping. Currently, 3-D printing–depositing material directly
into a desired structure–is the most common method of this
type1–3. However, an origami-inspired technique has recently
been demonstrated that creates three-dimensional structures
by folding two-dimensional materials4–6. This has several ad-
vantages over traditional methods: Folding thin sheets into 3-
D shapes often requires less material than an equivalent solid
structure. There are many planar fabrication techniques, such
as laser cutting and lithography, that can be used to create
composites more quickly and inexpensively than 3-D print-
ing. Additionally, foldable machines can be transported in
their two-dimensional form to ease logistics7,8, and folded
beams and corrugated composites can achieve better stiffness-
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to-weight ratios than solid material. Folding is capable of cre-
ating arbitrarily complex shapes9–12, mechanisms13–18, and
even robots4,5,19,20. Unfortunately, as these machines become
more complicated, manually folding them requires greater
skill and effort. Even a simple printable robot, for example,
can require more than 100 folds5, and at small scales manual
folding becomes impossible.

Self-folding structures enhance the value of this fabrica-
tion method by reducing the time and effort required to as-

50 mm

Fig. 1 An origami-inspired self-folding crane. This structure began
as a two-dimensional composite of paper, prestretched polystyrene,
and a copper circuit etched onto polyimide. Joule heating resulted in
self-folding in three minutes.
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semble complex geometries. They also allow structures to be
folded remotely and autonomously, potentially reducing hu-
man exposure to hostile environments: flat satellites could
be folded after reaching orbit7, or military structures could
be assembled without engineers present. There are a di-
verse range of self-folding techniques that have already been
demonstrated21. These methods utilize heat22–25, magnetic
fields26,27, electric fields28, or liquid29,30 to trigger fold-
ing along hinges. However, each has one or more limita-
tions. Some can only fold simultaneously because they rely
on global stimuli, such as shape memory polymers (SMPs)
heated by light absorption22; this precludes any structure
which must be folded sequentially. Others require infrastruc-
ture such as lasers to trigger folding23, increasing manufac-
turing costs and limiting the self-folding process to special-
ized facilities. Many stimuli also require line-of-sight22,23,
making some hinges difficult to actuate due to occlusion. Fi-
nally, some methods have achieved localized and sequential
self-folding, but this is accomplished with discrete actuators
at each hinge and component assembly, making the method
costly and time consuming31.

We have developed a novel method for self-folding that is
localized, sequential, inexpensive, and functional. This tech-
nique can be used to create a wide range of three-dimensional
structures, three of which are shown below. It is well-suited to
both mass manufacturing and low-batch production because it
relies on rapid and inexpensive fabrication techniques. These
features, combined with appropriate control and computation
algorithms, would enable the broad use of self-folding for
rapid and easy fabrication of three-dimensional devices using
printing processes.

This method utilizes composites of SMP bonded to paper
and activated by joule heating via resistive circuits20. SMPs
are polymers that transition from a glass to a rubber phase
when heated above their transition temperature, resulting in a
programmed shape change32,33. In this application, we used
flat sheets of polyolefin (PO) that shrink uniaxially, and sheets
of polystyrene (PS) that shrink biaxially. Both materials con-
tract by 50% when heated above their transition temperature
Tg = 95◦C. When this contractile layer is bonded to a pas-
sive substrate such as paper, it forms a bimorph actuator; con-
traction of the SMP layer causes the composite to bend. This
bending can be localized at a hinge by weakening the sub-
strate along a line, resulting in a fold (Fig. 1 A). The com-
posite can be assembled cheaply by laser-cutting each layer
separately, then bonding them together and aligning with pins
(Fig. 2). Resistive circuits at each hinge are included on a
separate layer of polyimide to induce localized SMP contrac-
tion via joule heating. This layer is flexible, and has minimal
impact on the mechanics of the composite. Folds can be ac-
tivated simultaneously or sequentially by applying a current
to the appropriate circuit. Each layer is bonded with silicone
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Fig. 2 (A-D) The self-folding composite samples used in the
characterization experiments are assembled from three separate
layers and bonded with silicone tape. (A) The PO SMP layer has
notches along the bottom edge to expose copper pads. (B) Each
layer is bonded to the next with 50 µm silicone tape. (C) The copper
trace is 0.5 mm wide and 18 µm thick, and consists of a serpentine
pattern to maximize heat dissipation. The trace is etched onto a 12
µm thick polyimide sheet. (D) The substrate is 510 µm (20 mil)
paper, scored along the hinge in the middle. (E-F) Upon activation,
the SMP contracts, causing the composite to bend at the hinge.

tape.
In this paper we treat the hinges as ideal bimorph actua-

tors and estimate their torque and displacement. A model of
hinge torque was developed in order to deduce design rules for
the hinges. We then designed and built test hinges and mea-
sured their temperature, torque, and displacement while vary-
ing three hinge characteristics: the thickness of the SMP layer
tsmp, the trace width wtrc, and the current I (Fig. 2). For each
sample we measured blocked torque and free displacement as
a function of current and time. Blocking was achieved via a
mass hooked into the hole on one face of the hinge, acting as
a point load.

2 Model

In order to predict the hinge torque, we developed a two-part
model: a thermal component considers the energy that trans-
forms the SMP from a glass to a rubber phase, and therefore
how much of the material is under stress, and a mechanical
component correlates stress in the SMP to torque around the
hinge. As a hinge folds, the lever-arm of the SMP layer on
each side increases; therefore, the hinge torque is weakest
when the fold is flat. Thus we use this configuration as a
“worst-case” scenario for our models (Fig. 3 A). Once a hinge
begins to fold, the increased lever arm will cause it to con-
tinue folding until the stress is relieved. Additionally, during
the folding process, the SMP delaminates from the circuit; this
affects the thermodynamics of the system, but when the hinge
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is held flat, the change is negligible.

2.1 Thermal model

The hinge is close to isothermal in the y- and z-directions
(Supporting information†); we therefore treat the thermal sys-
tem as one-dimensional. The SMP layer is modeled as two
adjacent but distinct regions: the core consists of all material
directly above the electrical trace, and the margin is all mate-
rial outside of the core. The marginal area is considered to be
a semi-infinite region extending away from the hinge, x→ ∞,
while the core is equivalent to the surface at x = 0 (Fig. 3
B). We can therefore treat the convection and heat generation
occurring in the core to be at the surface of our semi-infinite
material. By modifying the solution to a related problem34,
the temperature is calculated as
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where erfc is the complementary error function, To is the am-
bient temperature, k is the SMP thermal conductivity, α is the
SMP thermal diffusivity, x is the distance from the core region,
t is time, qgen is the specific power generated by the resistive
circuit, and h′ is the time-dependent heat transfer coefficient
(Supporting information†). h′ takes into account several pa-
rameters: the surface heat transfer coefficient hsmp, the ratio
of heated surface area to the cross-sectional area material, and
the fact that this heated surface area is expanding.

h′ =
hsmpwtrc

2(tsmp +wtrc)

(
1+
√

αt
wtrc

)
(2)

The derivation of eq. 1, as well as values for these constants
for the case of a test hinge with a 560 µm (22 mil) SMP layer
being supplied with two amps of current, are shown in the
supporting information†.

We use this model to determine the region, defined by the
distance xa from the core, of the material that is above the
transition temperature. xa is approximated by finding the first-
order Taylor expansion of T (x, t) around x = 0. This is used
to calculate the total length of activated SMP from the hinge,
wact = wtrc +2xa.

When comparing this model to thermal data, one additional
factor is included. While the change in the SMP tempera-
ture in the z direction is not great enough to alter the model,
there is a noticeable decrease in the temperature at the surface
due to the thermal resistance of the SMP. To compensate, the
model is multiplied by a coefficient Cs representing the rela-
tionship between the inner temperature of the SMP and the
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Fig. 3 (A) The model predicts the hinge torque of the composite in
a flat state. (B) The thermal component assumes a uniform
temperature in the core, and a semi-infinite transient solution in the
margin. The material above the transition temperature Tg, indicated
by the striped region, extends out to the limit xa, covering a total
length wact . (C) A free body diagram of one side of the hinge,
indicating the static torque τs around the hinge point due to the
stress at the midplane. (D) The deformed mechanical component
determines the additional torque τd from an increased lever-arm
when the hinge bends, such as the when a blocking force is applied,
via a hanging weight, to the face during testing. The deformation in
this figure is exaggerated.

surface temperature Ts = CsT (Supporting information†). In
our samples, Cs was never less than 0.9. Because our experi-
ments measure the surface temperature of the SMP, this factor
is included when comparing the model to thermal data.

2.2 Mechanical model

In order to determine the hinge torque, we consider the SMP to
be a plane-strain problem, so that the stress in the x-direction
σ = 4Eε/3 at the midplane of the hinge x = 0, where E is the
Young’s modulus of the SMP in its rubber state (assumed to
be constant) and ε is the strain of the SMP in the x-direction.
At room temperature, this stress and strain are uniformly zero.
However, as the material temperature exceeds the transition
temperature, the effective strain in the material becomes equal
to one. We use the estimate from Tobushi et al. that the ma-
terial transition occurs linearly over a 30◦C temperature range
so that:

ε =
T (0, t)−Tg +15

30
Tg−15 < T (0, t)< Tg +15 (3)

This strain correlates with a stress, which in turn results in
a torque τs around the pivot point of the hinge (Fig. 3 C).
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This pivot point is assumed to be at the interface between the
substrate and the adhesive.

τs =
4LEε

3
(t2

smp +2tsmptbond)

2
(4)

where tbond is the combined thickness of the copper-polyimide
and the silicone tape.

However, there is additional torque resulting from defor-
mation of the hinge (Fig. 3 D). When the hinge experiences
torque, a reactive force is often exerted on one or both hinge
faces by gravity or physical interference. Specifically, in our
experimental setup there is a point load at the end of one hinge
face that balances the hinge torque in order to measure the
blocked torque. This point load causes the hinge face to bend,
similar to a cantilevered beam, resulting in a small displace-
ment angle τ = Ibφ , where Ib is the stiffness of the face, and
τ is the total torque. As mentioned above, any non-zero angle
will increase the torque by increasing the lever-arm, and this
increase is modeled as a separate torque τd , as if the activated
SMP of length wact were in uniform tension and straight from
one face to another at an angle of φ/2.

τd ≈
σLtsmpwactφ

4
(5)

By substituting τ = Ibφ and τ = τs + τd , we calculate

τ ≈
2ELIb

(
t2
smp +2tbondtsmp

)
3Ib−ELtsmpwact

(6)

3 Results and discussion

We measured the core temperature T (0, t) of hinge actuators
with 690 µm (27 mil) thick SMP layers, when their heating
circuits were supplied with both 2 and 1.75 A (Fig. 4 A).
The data indicates that our model is effectively predicting the
temperature of the hinge. The temperature was measured for
hinges with a 410 µm (16 mil) thick SMP layer as well, and
both the model and the measurements indicate that SMP thick-
ness has a small effect on the surface temperature. The model
predicts that the measured surface temperature of the hinge
with 690 µm SMP will always be 9 % less than the hinge with
410 µm SMP. Measured temperatures supported this calcula-
tion; after the first minute of activation, the measured temper-
ature of the 690 µm SMP remained within 10% of the tem-
perature of the 410 µm SMP. The predicted difference in Ts
between the two thicknesses is derived solely from the differ-
ence in Cs between the models; the model predicts identical
inner temperatures for the two hinge designs.

We measured the temperature profile of the SMP as a func-
tion of distance from the hinge line (Fig. 4 B). In the margin,
the model closely resembles the measured temperature, indi-
cating that the semi-infinite assumption is appropriate.

We measured and compared the blocked torque exerted by
hinges with SMP thicknesses of 410 µm (16 mil), 560 µm(22
mil), and 690 µm (27 mil) when activated by two amps and
held in a flat configuration (Fig. 4 C). The torque exhibits
two regimes. The first, characterized by a rapid increase in
torque and lasting approximately 50 seconds, is governed by
the rise in core temperature, until the material in the core has
surpassed the transition temperature. The second regime em-
bodies a steady or slowly increasing torque, governed by de-
formations occurring in the hinge face. At 560 and 690 µm,
the experiments match the model assumptions of slowly in-
creasing deformation, resulting in both a larger initial torque
during the first regime, and a slow increase in torque during
the second. At 410 µm, the experiment does not exhibit any
growth in the second regime, and instead resembles the model
without deformation; it is possible that the torque exerted from
the 410 µm SMP is not large enough to cause deformation.

The torque was also measured for hinges with 560 µm SMP
at 1.5 A, and with a three millimeter wide trace. In the case
of a reduced current, the model and the experiments both indi-
cate a lower torque that builds more slowly (Fig. 4 D). At 1.5
A, torque is measured earlier than the model would predict.
We believe this is due to discrepancies between our model of
the SMP transition regime and reality; our model uses a lin-
ear assumption of the material transition, which is sufficient
when the SMP temperature increases rapidly through the tran-
sition regime. In the case of a reduced current with a slower
temperature rise, the differences become more apparent.

When the trace width was reduced to three millimeters, the
model accurately predicts a decrease in torque (Fig. 4 E). The
trace width affects the torque by two means: a reduced trace
produces less heat, slowing the SMP transition, and the small
core leads to a smaller active width, reducing the deformation
torque.

Folding displacement was characterized by observing the
fold angle of a hinge as a function of time when supplied with
a set current. One face of the hinge was constrained to a hor-
izontal surface while the other was unrestrained. As can be
seen in Fig. 4 F, the SMP thickness has no effect on displace-
ment. However, decreasing the current to 1.5 A or decreasing
the trace width to three millimeters causes a significant de-
crease in displacement. We believe this difference is related
to the hinge geometry as it folds. When the SMP begins to
contract, it delaminates from the resistive circuit, reducing the
heat flux into the SMP. When the trace size or the current is
reduced, it reduces the total energy produced, and so reduces
the distance that the SMP can depart from the trace before
dropping below the transition temperature. When the SMP
exceeds this distance, folding stops, resulting in a limit on dis-
placement.

One interesting behavior is that the hinges often bend
slightly (≈ 5◦) in the opposite direction before folding. We
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Fig. 4 (A) The measured and modeled core temperature Tc of a
hinge with a 690 µm SMP layer when either 1.75 or 2 A were
supplied, as a function of time. (B) The measured and modeled
temperature profile T of a hinge with a 690 µm SMP layer after two
amps were supplied for 150 s or 300 s, as a function of distance
from the hinge center. (C-E) The measured and modeled torque
exerted by hinges with SMP thicknesses of 410 µm, 560 µm, 690
µm when supplied with two amps (C), with a 560 µm SMP layer
when supplied with 1.5 or 2 A (D) and when the trace is six
millimeters wide or three millimeters wide (E). (F) The
displacement of an unloaded hinge face for SMP thicknesses of 410
µm, 560 µm, and 690 µm with a six millimeter trace supplied with
2 A, as well as a 560 µm thick SMP with a six millimeter trace at
1.5 A, and with a three millimeter trace at 2 A. Five samples per set
were used for the thermal and torque measurements, and three
samples per set were used for displacement measurements. The
shaded area indicates the standard deviation of the data over time.

believe this is due to expansion of the SMP as its temperature
increases, but before it transitions into a rubber state.

Because our interest is in developing design rules for uti-
lizing this self-folding method, we used our model to explore
how different variables affected hinge torque. While the ef-
fect of tsmp on torque is apparent from both the model and the
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Fig. 5 Simulation results of a hinge with tsmp = 560µm, I = 2A, and
a range of values for wtrc. The core temperature (A) and torque (B).
A critical trace width was observed, corresponding with the
complete activation of the core. More simulations were run with a
fixed wtrc = 6mm and a range of values for I. The core temperature
(C) and torque (D) indicate there is a critical value for the current,
below which torque decreases significantly.

experiments, the effects of other variables are more compli-
cated. We therefore simulated the hinge torque for a range
of currents, and then for a range of trace widths (Fig. 5). In
both cases, increasing the value of these variables always in-
creased torque, but there was a critical value for each, below
which torque fell off significantly, and above with torque in-
creased slowly. For wtrc, this critical value corresponds with
the complete activation of the core region, T (0, t) = Tg+15K.
If wtrc is too small, the growth of convective heat loss out-
paces resistive heat generation before the core fully activates,
significantly limiting the torque.

Current affects torque by increasing the magnitude of the
temperature T . While the model predicts that T (0, t) will con-
tinue to grow at all times as long as wtrc is sufficient, there is
an inflection point at which this growth slows. We can calcu-
late a minimum recommended current Ir so that T (0, t∗) = Tg
by the time t∗ the inflection point is reached.

Ir =

√
(Tg−To)(hsmpw+ k)L

0.57R
(7)

Using the values for this hinge (Table 1 in supporting infor-
mation†), we find Ir = 1.6A, which is consistent with our
simulations. In addition, there is an effective upper limit to
the appropriate range of current used for self-folding. If the
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Fig. 6 (A-B) A pyramid folded through simultaneous activation of four hinges via two amps supplied to a series of resistive circuits. (C-F) A
locking slot and tab assembly. This fold is only possible with sequential folding. (G-H) A crane, created with a combination of sequential and
simultaneous folding.

SMP is heated to its melting point, the Young’s modulus will
decrease significantly, reducing torque and limiting displace-
ment. Therefore, the current must be set so that the SMP stays
between its glass transition temperature and its melting tem-
perature. This temperature varies greatly depending on the
material used, but was never reached in our experiments.

In order to demonstrate the functionality and versatility of
these composites, we built three self-folding structures using
PS as a biaxial SMP layer to actuate non-parallel folds (Video
S1†). We constructed a self-folding pyramid, seen in Figure
6 A-B, to demonstrate concurrent folding into a polyhedron.
The four folds were simultaneously activated by linking the re-
sistive circuits in series. We also built a self-locking slot-and-
tab assembly, seen in Figure 6 C-F. This mechanism locked
by first actuating the folds to fit the slot into the tab, and then
actuating another hinge within the tab to hold the slot in place.
This mechanism demonstrates the efficacy and potential ap-
plications of sequential folding. A more complex structure
consisting of 15 active and 4 passive hinges was designed to
assemble into a crane (Fig. 6 G-H). This composite consisted
of two layers of paper and two layers of PS sandwiching the
circuit layer in order to actuate both mountain and valley folds.
Two amps of current were first supplied to all hinges except
the two most distal wing hinges, causing the body to fold.
Once it had folded, two amps were supplied to the remaining

distal hinges to bring the wings down. In each structure, indi-
vidual folds were activated with two amps for one to two min-
utes, so that all examples completed their self-folding in less
than four minutes (Video S1†). These examples also demon-
strated the speed they could bring to printable manufacturing.
The crane (Fig. 6 G-H), for example, took approximately one
hour to assemble by hand, using only a laser cutter, a solid ink
printer, and a ferric chloride etch tank.

This technique still has limitations that prevent it from
achieving any theoretically possible folded shape; these lim-
itations include the composite thickness, hinge torque, maxi-
mum fold angle, and material resolution. However, with the
development of appropriate materials, we believe that all of
these characteristics can be improved. Furthermore, there
are many possible applications for this technique that can
still be explored. Due to the nature of current as a stim-
ulus, self-folding structures could be triggered remotely, or
even control their own activation through integrated circuits.
The extra weight for autonomous assembly would be mini-
mal; a ProTek R/C “High Power”1S Li-Po battery pack can
provide 300mAh, more than enough to fold the crane, while
weighing eight grams. High volume assembly could also
be an application for self-folding, as this technique lends it-
self to inexpensive construction in parallel. Finally, the auto-
mated nature of this technique suggests it could be applied to
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mesoscale manufacturing problems, similar to Pop-Up Book
MEMS18,19. Self-folding with shape memory composites pro-
vides speed and automation for origami-inspired fabrication,
which in turns offers a faster and more efficient alternative to
3-D printing and traditional manufacturing.

4 Experimental

4.1 Test hinges

Test hinges for all experiments were 30 mm wide. One face
was 30 mm long with copper pads at the bottom edge, and
was intended to be immobile during tests. The other face was
27 mm long, with a slot near the far edge designed to fit a
weighted hook for torque testing. This slot was positioned so
that the hook applied a point load 25 mm from the hinge. Each
composite consisted of a 510 µm sheet of paper (Cold Press
Bright, Epson), an 18 µm layer of polyimide with a 12 µm
copper resistive circuit, and a layer of PO of varying thick-
ness. The resistive circuit trace was 0.5 mm wide, and con-
sisted of a serpentine pattern with segments one millimeter
apart and of length wtrc that varied between experiments. The
PO was extracted from heat shrink tubing (16 mil: RNF-100-
1-BK-STK; 22 mil: RNF-100-2-BK-STK; 27 mil: TAT-125-
2-0; Raychem). Each layer was bonded with double-sided, 50
µm thick silicone tape (ARclad 7876, Adhesives Research).
Each layer was cut using a commercial C02 laser machining
system (VLS 2.3, Universal Laser Systems), and the copper
circuit was etched with ferric chloride, masked by a solid ink
printer (Colorqube, Xerox).

4.2 Thermal measurements

Both faces of the test hinge were secured to a horizontal piece
of acrylic to maintain a flat state. A set amount of current was

A B

25 mm 25 mm

Fig. 7 The experimental setup used to measure the hinge SMP
temperature, viewed in the visual spectrum (A), as well as through a
thermal camera (B). The core temperature was determined by
averaging the temperature of each pixel within the striped box. The
marginal temperature was determined by measuring the temperature
profile along the dashed line.

supplied to the resistive circuit, and the SMP surface temper-
ature was measured with a thermal camera (T440, FLIR) at a
rate of two hertz for six minutes. The core temperature was
determined by averaging the surface temperature over the area
above the trace, and the marginal temperature was determined
from the temperature profile along the midline of the SMP,
perpendicular to the hinge (Fig. 7). Five samples were used
for each experiment.

4.3 Blocked torque measurements

Each sample was positioned so that the hinge was held flat
and blocked by a weight hooked through the slot on the 27
mm hinge face. This weight rested on a scale (PL 303, Met-
tler Toledo). The 30 mm side of the sample was secured to a
horizontal piece of acrylic with tape, and either 2 or 1.5 A was
supplied to the resistive circuit for five minutes. When fold-
ing was triggered, the sample exerted a force on the weight to
balance the hinge torque. The torque was deduced from the
change in weight registered by the scale, indicating the point
load applied on the hinge face by the weight. Data was col-
lected with Matlab via a serial cable at approximately 8.3 Hz.
Five samples were used for each experiment.

4.4 Free displacement measurements

The 30 mm face of the hinge was secured to a horizontal piece
of acrylic, and a fixed amount of current was supplied to the re-
sistive circuit for 5 minutes. The process was recorded using a
camera (Powershot A1100 IS, Canon), and the angle between
the moving face and the horizontal surface was determined
via image processing at half-second intervals. Three samples
were used for each experiment.

4.5 Young’s modulus measurements

A 25 mm wide by 15 mm long strip of 410 µm thick polyolefin
was heated above 120◦C via joule heating from a flexible cir-
cuit. While heated, it was stretched at a rate of 500 µm/s to a
final length of 30 mm in a mechanical testing machine (5566,
Instron). During this time the resulting force was measured at
20 Hz. The force was found to be approximately linearly pro-
portional to the displacement over the range measured, and the
Young’s modulus in the rubber state was determined to be 400
kPa from the ratio of the engineering stress to the strain.
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